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Preface
The health care system is indeed complex. From professional education to employment to clinical service delivery to reimbursement to quality management, every
health care professional must be ever cognizant of existing and evolving standards.
This truism is no less applicable to ethical and legal mandates that govern health
care practice. Even practicing attorneys have difﬁculty keeping up with a specialized
area of the law in a single state system, so the task is even more challenging for health
care professionals. Ethics and law modernly have often blended into a unitary standard of conduct, which must be conformed to.
This book is written with the intention of providing a roadmap to health professionals, students, and patients to the legal environment. It starts and ends with foci
on professional ethics, which are inextricably intertwined with legal duties.
Chapters 1 and 2 address legal and ethical foundational principles. Chapter 2 presents a 4-quadrant legal/ethical clinical practice grid and a systems model for ethical
decision making, which can be adapted for individual use by practitioners. Chapter 3
focuses on health care malpractice issues and clinical risk management. Chapter 4
addresses intentional wrongs – civil intentional torts and criminal misconduct incident to health care delivery. Chapter 5 covers ethical and legal issues in employment,
and includes an alphabetized presentation of key federal employment laws and regulations, as well as detailed coverage of workplace sexual harassment.
Chapter 6 explores business law and ethics topics in alphabetical order, including,
among other topics, advertising professional services, contracts, professional liability
insurance, and the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. Chapter 7 examines legal and ethical
issues in education, as they affect health care professionals. Chapter 8 concludes with
focused ethical issues, including: informed consent, life and death decision making,
nondiscrimination in health care delivery, pro bono care delivery, professional practice issues, and research considerations.
I hope that the information presented in this book helps you to better serve patients under your care, and to have greater peace of mind while doing so. Best wishes
for continued practice success!
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I N T R O D U C T I O N

veryone in society—from health care professionals to ordinary citizens—must comply with

E

established laws and regulations. Sources of legal obligations include federal and state

constitutions, legislatively created statutory laws, judicial case law decisions, and administrative
rules and regulations promulgated by state and federal administrative or regulatory agencies.
Legal actions against health care professionals can take place in criminal or civil courts.
Criminal actions brought by the state, incident to health care delivery, are normally limited to
3
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situations in which intentional misconduct with patient injury or deaths of patients have occurred. Civil legal actions for malpractice are brought by patients against health care providers,
and the burden of proof—preponderance, or greater weight, of evidence—is lower than in the
criminal justice system, in which the state must prove a defendant’s culpability by the standard
of beyond a reasonable doubt.
Although an obvious civil litigation crisis exists in the United States, the magnitude of a
speciﬁc health care malpractice crisis is less certain. Still, tort reform efforts, many designed
to limit health care malpractice plaintiffs’ access to courts, continue to proliferate.

THE NATURE OF THE AMERICAN LEGAL SYSTEM
The American legal system has two basic subsystems: the criminal law system and the
civil law system. Each state has its own criminal and civil trial and appellate courts, as
does the federal government. American criminal and civil law systems are grounded
in British common (judicial) law and in the legal codes of France, Spain, and other
“code” nations. Foundational British common law, the Napoleonic code, and other
codes have been substantially replaced or augmented over time with American case
(common) law, state and federal statutes, and laws from other sources.

Jurisdiction
State or federal courts in the criminal or civil legal system exercise jurisdiction, or
power, over litigants (jurisdiction over parties, or in personam jurisdiction), over
property that is the subject of litigation (in rem jurisdiction), and over speciﬁc types
of cases (subject-matter jurisdiction). The federal courts have (or at least were expected by the founders of the United States to have) limited jurisdiction over issues
involving speciﬁc federal interests, whereas state courts are courts of broad, general
jurisdiction. State courts have exclusive (or at least primary) jurisdiction over purely
state governmental matters, such as crimes occurring within the state (but not on
federal property), domestic and family relations, establishment of private businesses
(including incorporation of businesses), insurance, trafﬁc offenses, and health care
malpractice and related issues, among many other areas of interest. Federal courts
have concurrent (shared) jurisdiction with states over areas such as the interpretation of state and (most) federal laws.
Federal courts also share jurisdiction with states over what would seem to be exclusively state business, including health care malpractice cases, under a concept
known as diversity of citizenship jurisdiction. Diversity jurisdiction applies when
all parties on one side of a civil case are citizens of different states than the parties on
the opposing side of the case. Diversity jurisdiction was originally intended to prevent
inequity, or unfairness, to an out-of-state party in a civil case that might occur in a
state court. Because of the growing case burden on federal judges, however, diversity
jurisdiction has been limited in recent times to cases involving a monetary amount in
controversy of at least $75,000.1

